WELCOME TO AGAIN + AGAIN + AGAIN, A zine

STEP TWO

about how to make repeat patterns by hand. I made this
zine to show that everyone can have a go at making repeat
patterns, no matter what your skill level or perceived creativity.

You are now going to cut your lovely design EXACTLY in
half! (Ah!)

STEP ONE

Draw in the
centre of your
paper, taking care
not to approach
any outside
edges.

EQUIPMENT:

1. something to draw with (I am using Indian ink and a fine
liner
2. craft cutting knife or scalpel blade
3. metal ruler, preferably with a ‘cutting edge’ to protect your
fingers
4. cutting mat
5. sticky tape
6. scissors
7. a blank piece of paper

If you are using
wet media (paint,
ink etc) make
sure that it dries
completely before
moving on to the
next step.

STEP THREE

Turn your piece of paper over and using a very sharp
pencil, measure exactly 1/2 way up both sides of the
longer edges of the paper. When you are certain that
you have marked exactly where you will be cutting, use a
metal ruler and blade to slice your work in half.

With the two halves of cut paper,
place the bottom piece on top,
carefully align and secure on the
back with tape. You should now
have a new blank centre area:

A NOTE ON PRECISION: For this to work, you really need to
pay attention to getting your measurements exact.
In these images, I cut my paper in half so I am left with
a top and a bottom. You can also cut length ways. It
doesn’t matter, as long as you measure correctly!

IMPORTANT: the paper can be any size, but the short edges and
long edges of the paper must match exactly in measurement. For
simplicity, I am using a pre-cut A4 piece of cartridge paper, as I know
the long and short edges will be exactly the same.

STEP FOUR

Fill the blank area with more drawing,
texture or collaging. Again, take care not to
draw too close to the outside edges.

STEP FIVE

Repeat step two, but this time measuring and cutting
the paper length ways. Take the cut half which is
on the right side, and place it on the left side of the
right half as pictured. Once again, secure the two
pieces together with tape on the back of the paper.
You should have a new centre area to draw in.

STEP 6

Fill the centre area with your drawing. Look at that!
You have a ‘pattern tile’!

FINAL STEP

Photocopy at least four copies of your finished design and
place the edges next to one another.
Congratulations! You have made an original and beautiful
pattern design!
I would love to hear about how you found this tutorial and see
what you have made!
Email: info@yolandazarins.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/yolandazarinsdesigns
Instagram: @yolandazarins #yolandazarins
Other pattern making resources...
1. Julia Rothman: http://www.designsponge.com/2008/05/welcomejulia-and-how-to-make-a-repeat-pattern.html
2. https://www.skillshare.com/classes/design/Pattern-Design-CreatingRepeat-Patterns-From-Your-Illustrations-Paintings/801373065
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